
2  –  Always in my Heart

The grieving process following the death of a baby can be complicated and intense. It may seem at times like it  
requires more than you have to give. Some people feel as if a part of their own self is being ripped away and they are  
no longer complete. It is important that you take care of yourself, even in the midst of your sadness. Following are some 
things that are important to remember:

Nutrition
Eating well is one of the hardest things to do while grieving. Some people find themselves eating to find comfort while 
others find the thought of food repulsive. Weight gain or loss is very common following the death of a baby. Consult a 
health professional if your weight changes by more than 15 percent.

Exercise
This is a key component to staying healthy. Although you probably won’t feel like doing anything very strenuous, it is 
very helpful to start a regular program of activity. If you can, find someone who will take a daily walk with you. 

Fluid Intake
Drink eight glasses of liquid each day, but avoid caffeine and alcohol. It is often tempting to numb your pain with these 
substances, but the relief is artificial and only prolongs the necessity of facing reality.

We at Loma Linda University Medical Center want to help as much as possible to ease the grief you are feeling after 
the loss of your baby. There are some legal issues that must be dealt with fairly soon after the death. Here are some 
guidelines for you to follow:

Arrangements must be made with a mortuary for all babies that are liveborn, and then die. Mortuary arrangements 
must also be made for all babies that are 20 weeks gestation; or weigh 14 oz. or more; or are 10” or more in length. Your 
doctor or nurse will inform you if your baby meets these criteria.

The hospital requests that mortuary arrangements be made within three working days of the death of your baby.

Any babies that are stillborn before 20 weeks gestation do not require care by a mortuary. The hospital will make these 
arrangements if you so desire. If your baby was stillborn before 20 weeks’ gestation, you may still have your baby buried 
or cremated through a mortuary, if you so desire. You need to let Medical Records know if this is your choice within a 
few days after you leave the hospital, and they will help you with the necessary paperwork.

If you have further questions or concerns, please feel free to contact any of the phone numbers listed below:

Decedent Affairs   909-771-2447

Social Work Department   909-558-4315

Chaplain Services    909-558-4367

Always in my Heart Coordinator, Neonatal Intensive Care Unit 909-558-4000 ext. 85997

Always in my Heart Coordinator, Labor and Delivery  909-558-4000 ext. 81096
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Rest
Sleep may seem like it will never come. The loneliness seems worst at night. It is important to maintain your  
regular rest schedule, even if you are unable to sleep. If you can’t fall asleep, find a comfortable chair and try  
reading, but don’t get up to do something active. Reserve those activities for times when your body is accustomed  
to being awake.

Crying
Many people try to suppress their tears, but tears are healing. 

Talking
You may find people – even relatives and friends – who will discourage you from talking about your baby who has died. 
It is healing to express your feelings. Do it as long as you feel the need.

Writing
Keeping a journal seems to be one of the most helpful things that many people do while grieving. Feelings that may 
be uncomfortable to share in other settings can be safely written down. Many find comfort in writing letters, notes or 
poems about, or to their child.

Decisions
Avoid making big decisions or making changes. Don’t move, change jobs, or relationships in the near future. At the 
same time, don’t let others make decisions for you. Don’t put away your baby’s clothes until you are ready. If you are 
considering having more children, it is wise to delay your next pregnancy at least a year. Talk with your physician or 
counselor to verify that the timing is right.

Asking for help
It may seem awkward to ask for help, but friends and relatives can make things easier. Others want desperately to be 
of service, but don’t know what to do. You can delegate meal preparation, child care, or house-keeping chores to people 
who want to assist you.

Mementos
Whenever possible, the hospital staff gives you mementos of your baby in hopes that, by creating memories for you, your 
grief will be eased. It is helpful for most people to have pictures, clothing, and handprints to look at and to hold. If you 
cannot look at these items right now, put them away. There will come a time when it will be comforting to have them.

Support Groups
Attending a local group will put you in an environment where it is okay to grieve, and where you can gain support from 
others who have been through similar situations. You will find a list of support groups in the back of this packet.

Time Is a Healer
If you don’t run from the pain of your grief, time will provide opportunity to work through it. Healing will  
come . . . in time.

“Tomorrow will come. The pain will ease. But you will not forget your precious child. It takes hope, time, and love for 
healing to take place. Remember along the way to accept, but not forget.” 
(From Empty Arms, pg. 38).
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